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PREFACE

Blue Spring Cave, located in White County, Tennessee, is currently the 10th longest cave in the United States, 
at over 40 miles of passage. Early names for the cave include Bone Cave and Murrell’s Cave (Matthews and 
Walter, 2010).

Access to the cave is ONLY BY PERMISSION from the land owner. The entirety of the cave is located on 
private property, and the cave is not open to the public, nor has it ever been a show cave. The landowners 
are extremely generous to cavers who explore, map, and study the cave. But, the cave entrances are gated, 
and the keys are heavily guarded. You have to opportunity to explore the cave today with us because of the 
longstanding relationships that some of us have with the landowners. We are cavers affiliated with the 
National Speleological Society and local caving organizations in the Knoxville and Oak Ridge areas, the Smoky 
Mountain Grotto and the East Tennessee Grotto, respectively, which provides the landowners with the 
knowledge that we are qualified to go into their cave. During the field trip, please do not disrespect the 
property or the cave by vandalism, theft, or trespassing. After the trip, please do not return to the cave, nor 
give out the location of the cave, unless you are given permission from the landowners. 

This purpose of this field guide is to provide an brief overview of the local geology, hydrology, and 
geomorphology that resulted in speleogenesis (cave formation) and modern modification to the cave. There 
is no comprehensive geological history of the cave, so the contents of this guide were compiled by me from 
the peer-reviewed literature and reports, books, and information I have. Hopefully, by reading the guide, you 
will understand what you are seeing (and not seeing) in the cave. In short, the open passages that you will 
walk through are the result of water that flowed through, and dissolved, the conduit over potentially 
hundreds of thousands to millions of years. The cave passages in Blue Spring Cave likely started to form in the 
late Miocene through early Pliocene. The sediment that you will see in the passages was deposited there by 
flowing water, and then the passages were abandoned (and the sediment was left behind). Age-dating those 
sediments reveals a linked surface-subsurface landscape history, which dates to the millions of years. In Blue 
Spring Cave, because it has multiple levels of passages that each represent a different river base level in the 
past, sediments date from around 2 million years old to recent. And, Blue Spring Cave is in the middle of the 
very large karst area (also known as Central Tennessee), and there are caves that are much older and some 
that are much younger. Collectively, Blue Spring Cave is a prime example of how Tennessee caves can archive 
the Earth’s past. 

What this field guide will not provide is the story of human occupation and settlement in the region. Maybe 
in the future, a combined geology and archeology field guide can be produced. A biological and ecological 
record from the cave is also not covered in the field guide, as a comprehensive biological survey has not been 
conducted in the system, and the ecology of the cave fauna, including microbiology, has not been studied. 
Again, with future research, perhaps another field guide will cover that information. 

There is a saying in cave exploration – Cave Softly. This is similar to the phrase, “Take nothing but pictures; 
leave nothing but footprints; kill nothing but time,” by which hikers and outdoorspeople abide. However, in 
caving, because our presence can (and often does) have lasting, permanent impact on the surroundings, 
which took millions of years to form, “cave softly” sums up how you should approach your caving experience. 

Cave Softly!
ASE, 2018
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INTRODUCTION
Physiography and Geology 
The Eastern Highland Rim of Tennessee is a highly dissected, eastward-retreating escarpment along the 
western margin of the Cumberland Plateau (Figure 1A) (Crawford, 1984; Anthony and Granger, 2004). The 
width of the Eastern Highland Rim averages less than 30 km (Figure 1B), but has more than 300 m of 
elevation change from the Central Basin on the western side to the Cumberland Plateau on the eastern side. 
The Rim has deep valleys and coves, some of which have well-known waterfalls and significant karst features.

White County is predominately within the Eastern Highland Rim and has more known, and mapped, caves 
than any other country in the State (TCS, 2016) (Figure 1C). White Country also has more caves per square 
mile than any other county in the United States! The predominant karst-forming units in the region involve 
the relatively flat-lying Mississippian Monteagle Limestone (equivalent to the Ste. Genevieve Limestone) and 
the underlying St. Louis Limestone (Figure 1D; Figure 2). Sinkhole development is also extensive where St. 
Louis limestone bedrock is exposed (Shofner et al., 2001). 

Karst scientists have studied the reasons for the overabundance of caves within the Eastern Highland Rim for 
several decades. Plausible explanations include that there is a thick section of flat-lying carbonate bedrock 
overlain by relatively impermeable and thick clastic rocks, and that there has been a extensive period of time 
for surface drainages to evolve in central Tennessee. Testing hypotheses involved considering the age of the 
Cumberland Plateau surface, applying differential rates of denudation for the caprock and the carbonates, 
and calculating the distribution and volume of water moving in the landscape through time. 

Types of Caves 
There are two types of caves that occur in White County and the surrounding counties along the Rim. Most 
formed by the “plateau-margin” model of Crawford (1978; 1984), whereby surface streams cross the 
Pennsylvanian sandstone caprock of the Cumberland Plateau, then sink at the contact with Mississippian 
carbonates. Water movement is controlled by regional stream base level. As surface water flows off the 
Cumberland Plateau margin into the underlying carbonates, it is undersaturated with respect to carbonate 
minerals and caused dissolution to occur along fractures and bedding planes. These types of “plateau-
margin” caves tend to have short horizontal passages that form or are modified in the vadose zone, and that 
are connected by vertical drops. Passage morphologies are consistent with development in the vadose zone, 
and passages form a dendritic or branchwork pattern. These caves also tend to reach the local water table 
where water emerges as springs along the valley wall or escarpment. 

The other type of caves are “Cumberland-style” (Sasowsky, 1992; Sasowsky and White, 1994) or “fossil 
caves” (Mann, 1982). These caves have multiple levels of large, horizontal but sinuous passages, referred to 
as master conduits, that are above the modern water table, typically between 40 and 55 m, but also higher at 
about 65 and 90 m above water level. The passage shapes indicate formation within the phreatic zone 
(Anthony and Granger, 2004) and hint to a different way that water moved through the landscape, with 
much greater discharge. After formation, base level lowered rapidly and episodically, and the caves were 
filled with sediment transported from the surface. With continued drops in base level, the caves became dry, 
abandoned passages (Anthony and Granger, 2004) that have almost no relationship to modern drainage 
patterns. Some of the more complex cave systems in the region have aspects of both “Cumberland-style” and 
“plateau-margin” type passages, with higher elevation caves being “Cumberland-style” and lower elevation 
caves near base level being “plateau-margin” type. 

Regional Hydrology 
Blue Spring Cave is located on the Blue Spring Creek, which is a tributary to the Calfkiller River (average 
elevation 253 m). South of Sparta, the Calfkiller flows into the Caney Fork River, which is a tributary to the 
Cumberland River (Figure 3). The Cumberland River has played an important role in karst development 
throughout southern Kentucky and Tennessee. A karst landscape so tightly linked to surface drainage is 
referred to as fluivokarst. 
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Figure 1. Tennessee maps showing (A) physiography; (B) extent of Eastern Highland Rim and Upper Escarpment
of the Cumberland Plateau; (C) distribution map of mapped caves; (D) general geology. Sources of each map 
listed with the map.  
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Figure 2. Geology map of White County, Tennessee, with generalized stratigraphic column. The circle denotes
the area where passages of Blue Spring Cave are located. Map source provided above. 
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Figure 3. Drainage basin map for the Cumberland River in 
Kentucky and Tennessee. The Caney Fork River watershed is 
in light blue, with the Calfkiller River highlighted. The Cumberland River originates in the Pine Mountain area of 
southeastern Kentucky and drains 47,000 km2 in Kentucky and central Tennessee before joining the Ohio River. 

Source: https://www.cumberlandrivercompact.org/



TIMING OF LANDSCAPE EVOLUTION & SPELEOGENESIS
Assessing the evolution of the Eastern Highland Rim karst landscape requires piecing together the regional 
geology, river knickpoint history, cave passage morphologies, and cave sediment ages. An observation had 
been made by several researchers over the years that horizontal cave passage elevations correspond to river 
terrace and strath elevations. Anthony and Granger (2004) tested the hypothesis that sediments trapped 
inside the caves originated from a surface river that was at the same elevation as the cave, and consequently 
the sediments would record changes in base level through time. This meant that caves at higher elevations 
should have older sediments compared to the sediments in lower elevation caves. Their study included caves 
located along the eastern drainage of the Cumberland River, on the Calfkiller to the south and the Obey and 
Wolf rivers to the north (Figure 4). Sediment from the Ship’s Prow of Blue Spring Cave was used in the study 
(Figure 5; Figure 4 labelled “BS”). To constrain ages, Anthony and Granger (2004) dated quartz pebbles and 
gravels within the caves, as well as gravels on the Eastern Highland Rim surface, according to the differential 
decay rates of cosmogenic 26Al and 10Be (Anthony and Granger, 2004; 2007) (Figure 4). 

To understand when caves formed in the region, processes that affect river base level changes, including 
lithology, tectonics, and climatic influences, had to be considered. The following list summarizes the 
speleogenetic history of caves formed within the Cumberland River watershed of the Eastern Highland Rim: 

• Various ages have been assigned to the Cumberland Plateau surface, from Eocene to mid- to late-
Tertiary (Anthony and Granger, 2007a, and references therein). Based on correlating the ages of high 
elevation river terraces and gravel deposits (referred to as “Lafayette-type gravels”) left by a low-
gradient river along the present channel (Potter, 1955), and rough river incision rate calculations 
through different bedrock types, White (2009) estimated that the Plateau surface likely dates to 9 to 10 
million years ago (Ma), or mid to late Miocene. But, once the river eroded though the caprock, incision 
rates changed dramatically upon reaching the carbonates. Phreatic caves were likely forming in these 
carbonates as the ancestral Cumberland River flowed over the Plateau, prior to entrenchment.

• There are “Cumberland-type” cave passages that are filled with fluvial sediments between 50 and 90 m 
above modern river level on the Highland Rim. This elevation range roughly corresponds to the 
elevation of the “Lafayette-type” gravels on the surface. 
Dates from these sediments indicated deposition by 
flowing water and burial in the caves was between 5.68 
and 3.52 Ma (Anthony and Granger, 2004). These dates 

Figure 4. Location of caves sampled for sediment ages, 
from Anthony and Granger (2004). BS = Blue Spring Cave.

Figure 5. The Ship’s Prow in Blue Spring 
Cave, from Matthews and Walter (2010) of
a Bob Biddix photo, 2009.
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mean that no younger sediments were deposited over them and that the sediment was not reworked; 
the passages and the sediment were abandoned by water. 

• Passage abandonment is due to a change in base level that resulted in river incision into the Highland 
Rim. At the latest, the Cumberland River began to downcut through the Eastern Highland Rim after 
3.52 Ma. One cause for downcutting could have been from regional uplift (Thornbury, 1965), 
particularly of the southern Appalachian Mountains starting about 7 Ma (Gallen et al., 2013). White 
(2009) postulates that uplift must have played a role in exposing new rock to erosion, but the timing 
of uplift is not particularly well matched based on current evidence. Clearly, the mid- to late Miocene 
was an important period of tectonic and climatic activity (Galloway et al., 2011), but a local record 
from this time period has not been identified. However, because of links to incision histories for other 
major rivers outside the influence of the southern Appalachians, and changes in sedimentation in the 
Gulf of Mexico (Galloway et al., 2011), the more likely cause for rapid downcutting by the Cumberland 
River was to keep pace with glacioeustatic sea-level changes and/or climate changes in the early 
Pliocene (5.3 – 2.58 Ma) (Teller and Goldthwait, 1991; Anthony and Granger, 2007a). Specifically, 
global periods of rapid base-level lowering occurred multiple times in the Pliocene due to glaciations 
around 4.9 to 4.8 Ma, around 4.0 Ma, at about 3.6 Ma, and then at 3.3 Ma (corresponding to marine 
isotope stage [MIS] M2) (De Schepper et al., 2014). 

• After abandonment of higher elevation caves, there was a period of river stability from 3.5 Ma to ~2 
Ma, denoted by the formation of an expansive, continuous river terrace, the Parker strath (a large 
fluvial valley carved into bedrock and covered with sediments), and significant karst development. The 
Parker strath surface is recognized on many of the regional rivers. Cave passages within the Caney 
Fork and Obey River drainages that are 40 – 55 m above the modern river level show evidence of 
originally forming as phreatic passages beneath the water table, which supports the hypothesis that 
the caves were forming when base level was higher and prior to initiation of the Cumberland River 
incision. The “Cumberland-type” caves show later modification by open-channel flow and stream 
deposited sediments, as well as vadose-zone entrenchment and vertical shafts indicative of “plateau-
margin” caves, which means that they were simultaneously forming and filling with sediment as base 
level lowered. 

• Changes in the timing of cave passage abandonment and of sediment deposition and terrace 
aggradation are linked to how rivers kept up with glacioeustatic changes. From 3.6 and 2.58 Ma, sea 
level fluctuated by tens of meters both above and below modern levels (Dwyer and Chandler, 2009; 
Naish and Wilson, 2009; De Schepper et al., 2014). During MIS M2 (3.2 – 3.1 Ma), there was a major 
drop in sea level as a consequence of global cooling, with estimates of a 15 to 25 m drop (Dwyer and 
Chandler, 2009) to even a 100 m drop (Galloway et al., 2000). Interestingly, this major event is not 
evident from the cave passage levels, passages morphologies, or cave sediment ages found in the 
region, perhaps because the timing was brief or because any sediments deposited at this time were 
reworked when base level rose again. What is preserved from around this time period is sediment 
deposition and aggradation correlating to the Parker strath that probably formed when sea level rose 
20 to 40 m above modern levels during the mid-Pliocene warm period from 3.27 Ma to 2.97 Ma (De 
Schepper et al., 2014). Formation of the large “Cumberland-type” master conduits would have also 
been possible at this time, with higher regional base level and greater overall river discharge. 

• After 3.1 Ma, ice sheets began to grow at the Poles (for a variety of reasons, none of which are 
reviewed here), and continental glaciation in the Northern Hemisphere was extensive by 2.4 Ma. This  
glacial period resulted in another major drop in sea level (Raymo 1994; De Schepper et al., 2014), 
which should have triggered incision of the Cumberland River into the Parker strath. Evidence of the 
drop in base level at this time comes from that abandonment of the large “Cumberland-type” cave 
passages and their sediments, which started in the Caney Fork and Calfkiller drainages around 1.97 
Ma and in the Obey drainage around 2.15 Ma (Anthony and Granger, 2004). Sediments 49 m above 



the modern river level in Blue Spring Cave date to 1.66 Ma (Anthony and Granger, 2004). In both 
drainage basins, younger deposits at 0.89 Ma for the Calfkiller and 1.45 Ma for the Obey drainages 
were found in the most upstream caves (or from passages closer to the modern river level), as would 
be expected as younger karst streams and caves developed by headward erosion (Anthony and 
Granger, 2004). Collectively, cave sediment burial ages suggest that the two watersheds were 
responding to similar events, which Anthony and Granger (2004) attribute to knickpoint migration on 
the tributaries caused by Cumberland River incision into the Parker strath. Relatively rapid changes in 
base level can result in knickpoints, or steepened sections along a river’s longitudinal profile, which are 
seen as waterfalls (think: Cumberland Falls) that migrate upstream by headward erosion (Anthony and 
Granger, 2007b). Knickpoints can also form when major lithology changes. 

• For the past two million years, the Cumberland River has not maintained a stable position (Anthony 
and Granger, 2004), mostly because of episodic glaciations and relatively rapid changes in sea level that 
permanently affected the drainage patterns of other continental river systems, including the Ohio River 
and the Tennessee River (Granger et al., 2001; Anthony and Granger, 2006; Galloway et al., 2011). One 
of these changes too place 1.6 Ma, when the Cumberland River joined with the ancestral Ohio River 
(Granger et al., 2001). During several brief periods of base-level stability, small discontinuous terraces 
formed, roughly 15 – 40 m above modern river surface. Terrace-building was also associated with 
sediment deposition in the caves, which have passage morphologies that indicate phreatic origins, 
likely formed in the prior 1.5 Ma. The caves associated with a 30 – 40 m terrace are not as large as the 
“Cumberland-type” caves, but instead, can have extensive branchwork passage patterns and 
considerable length (Anthony and Granger, 2007a). Buried sediment dated by Anthony and Granger 
(2004) from these caves, and especially from caves at 15 – 30 m above river level across the region, 
had similar ages, from 0.95 to 0.83 Ma. The ages suggest a regional aggregation event that filled the 
caves, sometimes completely, with fluvial sediments, possibly linked to glacial-interglacial cycles. 

• Caves at the modern base level (from 0 to 15 m above the river) have sediments that are indistinguish-
able from zero, meaning that burial ages are not resolvable by the methods used (Anthony and 
Granger, 2004). Depending on the proximity of a cave passage to the local base level, some of the older 
sediments are being reworked now. This is the case for lower elevation passages in Blue Spring Cave.

BLUE SPRING CAVE
Blue Spring Cave (Figure 6) formed within the Monteagle Limestone, which has a thickness of roughly 100 m. 
The Monteagle Limestone is the most important cave-forming unit in the region. Blue Spring Cave has 
multiple passage levels that extend through most of the unit, with the lowest passage level being currently 
underwater and emptying as a spring at the bottom of the Blue Spring Cove valley. Major cave passages are 
between 36 and 97 m above the modern river level, and extend from the Highland Rim into the Cumberland 
Plateau, suggesting that the formation of those passages does not match the current surface drainage.

The highest elevation passages were initially formed in the phreatic zone when the regional base level was 
higher than today, likely from 5 to 3 Ma. It is difficult to know when exactly the cave passages formed in the 
bedrock. Phreatic passage morphologies, including circular, elliptical, or lenticular tubes, indicate dissolution 
of bedrock by water simultaneously in all directions. Other phreatic features are typically seen in ceilings, 
such as solution pockets and scallops, and along bedding planes as anastomoses. A period of river level 
stability, likely due to sea-level rise during interglacial period around 3 Ma, resulted in the formation of a 
significant river terrace, the Parker strath, on the Cumberland River, extensive karst development, and 
sediment deposition. 

With continental ice sheet expansion around 2.4 Ma, phreatic passages were emptied by water when base 
level lowered to keep up with a rapid drop in sea level. The Cumberland River entrenched its valley, through 
the Parker strath, and the tributary rivers to the Cumberland eroded into the Highland Rim upstream. Cave 
passages record this period of modification in the vadose zone because, rather than water abandoning the 
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Figure 6. Topographic map with 1994 line passage map of Blue Spring Cave, from Matthews and Walter (2010).
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passages altogether, entrenched passages formed. In cross-section, their shapes appear as slots, widened 
fissures, or keyholes, with the top being formed as a phreatic tube and the base being a slot that formed 
during entrenchment. The streams that carved the passages could meander as they downcut, leaving a twisty 
canyon carved into the bedrock (Figure 7). 

Incision of the surface rivers meant that the higher elevation cave passages would eventually become 
abandoned. Sediments in Blue Spring Cave from roughly 49 m above modern river level date to 1.6 Ma,  
representing the last time when that this passage level had water flowing in it. This age falls within the 
sediment ages for other caves at similar elevations along the Calfkiller, and is slightly older than in the Obey.

In Blue Spring Cave, there are a few places where vertical passages connect the 40 – 55 m elevation passages 
with passages at 15 – 40 m above modern river level. These connecting passages can be narrow canyons that 
indicate entrenchment. One of these passages is at the Hanson’s Crossing (Figure 8). Passages at 15 – 40 m 
above modern river surface have sediment that date from 0.95 to 0.83 Ma, and are linked to a period in time 
when base level rose and fluvial sediment aggradation occurred to fill the surface river valleys and caves. This 
was probably during a brief interglacial period. 

Passages near the entrance area of the cave (Figures 6 and 7) are generally at the 15 – 40 m level, but 
passages truncate into the hillslope because the Eastern Highland Rim is retreating eastward. Rates of river 
downcutting estimated by Anthony and Granger (2004; 2007b) are approx. 30 mm per thousand years. Since 
this passage level was abandoned, we can presume that the cave passages continued westward into the 
valley, but those passages have been lost to erosion over the past 800,000 years. 



Figure 7. Passage map of entrance area of Blue Spring Cave, 
from Matthews and Walter (2010).

Figure 8. Hanson’s Crossing, from Matthews 
and Walter (2010) of a Bob Biddix photo, 2009.
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